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WHAT’S ON? 

July 1st Reports to Parents 

July 3rd Faction Cross Country / Last day of Term 

July 20th First Day Term 4 
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Secondary Careers  - A Chat with CORE Engineering 
After weeks of crashing and banging, we finally got to meet the Core Construction workers that 

were behind the noise, distracting and entertainment. Core Construction is a family run business 

that had been running for 8 years. They don't just do school demolitions they also do house 

demolitions. The Core Construction family is made up of Kylie (the mum), Murray (the dad), 

Shaun (the son) and Jordan (Shaun’s girlfriend). Core Construction are very successful. Riley 

Hagboom. 
  

Bang bang bang. After a few days of working in the cold and rain, work never seemed to stop, 

we wondered who these hardcore workers are? They’re Core Contractors! The Core Contractors, 

a family run business come in to talk to us about the demolition that has been taken part in the 

new under cover area. One of the workers was Shaun he started his career path as a boat 

mechanic then moved on to a heavy diesel mechanic after working on the mines. He got 

together with his dad and became a demolition crew based in Perth. Anthony Abbey.  
 

Friday the 17th of June was a day to remember! Jordan, Kylie and Shaun from The Core Contracting team came in and 

talked about their job as a family owned and run demolition service. They talked about their biggest  jobs and those 

furthest from Perth. They were doing work at our school taking down the basketball hoops, netball hoops and cutting 

the concrete for our undercover area for the last week. Shaun had been upskilling himself and gaining new skills  to 

do more things to help make the process faster, and get more money. Linkon Brown.  
 

"BANG, CRASH, BOOM." The noise suddenly came to a halt, everything and everyone were silent. 

Creaaaakkkkk….. one of the construction gates slid open with three figures emerging. All three figures set 

their big dusty boots into the general teaching room. The three introduced themselves as, Jordan, Shaun 

and Kylie. They began to speak to the all of the high school students, and give us a small lesson on their 

contributions to our school’s makeover. Shaun, exclaimed that his career began as a boat mechanic, he 

then went on to a truck mechanic, and not long after he continued on working on the mines. He now has 

the qualifications and skills to be a demolition worker for Core. He influenced us to get as many 

qualifications and skills to help us get a job when we grow up. Jessica Holberton & Holly Robinson.  

Metal has been grinding for over a week now and it was all thanks to three workers, their names being 

Jordan, Shaun and Kylie. They walked in for a chat about what they do for Careers. They work as a family 

called Core Contracting. Shaun pressed on the fact that it was important to upskill and enjoy what you do. 

The class found it interesting that they do a lot of work on schools and in Perth. Austin Richards.  


